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Reference is made to the following documents:

D1: US6732018B2 (TURNILS AB) 04 May 2004 (04.05.2004)

D2: CN107575046A (CUI YUMING CAO LIXIN) 12 January 2018
(12.01.2018)

Novelty:

D1 considered to the closest prior art it discloses a retractable
and extendable awning and control system for automatically
extending and retracting the awning. a roller (5) adapted to be
mounted for rotation, a fabric cloth (7) for winding about and
unwinding from the roller (5). The awning also features a weather
sensor unit (421) on its front bar in wireless communication with
an indoor control unit (431). The weather sensor unit can detect
excessive wind, mechanical shocks, sunlight, and rain. Power supply
(975) for the sensor unit (421) circuitry is provided by a
rechargeable battery or accumulator which is charged by a solar
cell.(see abstract, claim 13 & claim 15)
But D1 failed to discloses following features of the present
invention:-
1.Pole lighting setup with floodlight which provide support to hold
transparent bubble sheet.
2.Reeling hook assembly

3.Gas pumping unit of hydrogen or helium gas

4.Transparent bubble sheet which is having an inner circle segment
and outer circle segment.
Hence the subject-matter of claims 1-13 meets the requirements of
Article 33(2) PCT.

Inventive step:
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Continuation of Citation and Explanation(Box5)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

D2 discloses air inflation�awning�comprising an�awning�main body
storage box, lifting assemblies (2), an expanding and storage
assembly, a first ground fixing assembly (4), an�awning�main body
assembly (5), an air pumping assembly (7), an air inflation
assembly and a second ground fixing assembly (8). The�awning�main
body assembly (5) comprises a plurality of airbags (9). the airbags
matched with a site can be expanded in a large outdoor
activity place according to the requirement of the size of the
site; the air pumping assembly (7) and the air inflation assembly
are used for conducting air pumping and air inflation on the
airbags (9). The size of the air inflation�awning�can be adjusted
according to the requirements. (see claim 1 & abstract as per
English translation on Google patent)
As none of the single cited document or combination of documents D1
& D2 explain such a wind awning for the outdoor area, as cited
document fails to explain-

1.Pole lighting setup with floodlight which provide support to hold
transparent bubble sheet.
2.Reeling hook assembly

3.Transparent bubble sheet which is having an inner circle segment
and outer circle segment.
Hence the subject matter of claims 1-13, which is having novelty as
stated above, has an inventive step in the sense of Article 33
(3) of PCT.

Industrial Applicability:

The subject matter of claims 1- 13 is considered to have industrial
applicability and therefore complies with the
requirements of Article 33(4) of PCT.


